New survey finds 95% of small MVPDs and new entrants into the video market struggle to obtain reasonably-priced programming, and 40% report retransmission consent fee price increases of more than 100% during the current contract cycle.

Recently, the FCC has shown increased interest in issues that promote video competition, and has issued a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM) addressing the good faith negotiating standard in retransmission consent. Furthermore, the Commission is considering an Order to eliminate the agency’s outdated program exclusivity rules.

In September of 2015, NTCA and INCOMPAS (“the associations”) conducted a survey of their membership to gather data and information regarding their provision of video services and their experience negotiating with broadcasters and other entities for content.

The survey was conducted online. The URL was sent to each of the associations’ member companies.

A total of 226 companies participated in the survey, comprised of both NTCA and INCOMPAS member companies. The NTCA respondents are small incumbent providers offering voice, broadband, wireless and video service to rural America, while the INCOMPAS respondents are competitive wireline broadband providers offering residential video (MVPD), broadband, and voice services.

Based on this sample size, the results of this survey can be estimated to be accurate within +/- 6% at the 95% confidence level.

SURVEY RESULTS

Overview – Video Service Provision

- 87% of survey respondents currently provide video service. Of those who do not, 31% plan to do so in the immediate future, 38% do not, and 31% are not sure.

- 77% of those providing video service do so via IPTV, 47% via Cable TV, and 2% via resale DBS. 6% do so via some other means. (Among the INCOMPAS member companies only, 100% use IPTV, 40% cable and 40% resale DBS.\(^1\)

- 49% compete with an incumbent cable company or non-DBS provider some portion of their service territory, 10% in 100% of their service territory, and 40% do not face competition. (Among INCOMPAS members only, all face competition: 29% compete in some portion of their service territory, and 71% in 100% of their service territory.)

\(^1\) Totals exceed 100% as respondents may utilize more than one means of providing video service.
- 72% of survey respondents have considered eliminating certain broadcast and/or non-broadcast programming and/or refrained from entering a market altogether as a result of rising programming costs.

- 12% have ceased offering video service in a market where they previously offered service.

- 74% have experienced video subscriber losses in any market in the past year.

**Importance of Providing Video**

- 52% have experienced an uptick in broadband adoption in the markets in which they provide video service.

- Respondents were asked what percentage of their service area households cannot receive over-the-air broadcast signals. 34% of respondents reported that 10% or less of their customers cannot receive over-the-air broadcast signals, while a total of 40% responded that 50% or more of their customers could not receive over-the-air broadcast signals. In fact, 23% reported that 90% or more of their customers cannot obtain over-the-air broadcast. The complete results are as follows:
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Barriers and Challenges to Providing Video

- The single biggest barrier to providing video service is obtaining access to reasonably-priced programming, cited by 95% of respondents. Other barriers cited include competing with other providers (53%), making a business case for video (53%), the cost of necessary customer premise equipment (i.e., set top box) (36%), cost of necessary network equipment (35%), obtaining/acquiring customer premise equipment (4%), obtaining/acquiring network equipment (4%), and obtaining financing (2%).

- 40% reported percentage increases in retransmission consent fees during the current contract cycle in comparison to the previous contract cycle of more than 100%. 11% reported increases of more than 200%. The complete results are as follows:
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- 38% reported percentage increases in the cost of non-broadcast programming during the current contract cycle in comparison to the previous contract cycle of between 0 and 10%. 41% reported increases of 11 to 20%. The complete results are as follows:

---

2 Totals exceed 100% as respondents were allowed to select more than one barrier.
Retransmission Consent Negotiation Challenges

- **69%** of survey respondents have had a broadcaster require them to obtain non-broadcast programming and/or services (e.g., less-popular networks, multicast streams, duplicative stations, significantly-viewed stations, after-acquired or unlaunched programming services, etc.)

- **65%** have been subject to tier placement and/or subscriber penetration requirements that limit the manner in which broadcasting is offered to their subscribers.

- **44%** have been forced to participate in coordinated broadcast contract negotiations (including networks negotiating on behalf of affiliates or a third party negotiating on behalf of multiple non-commonly owned stations across markets.)

- **46%** have faced a requirement that negotiations for broadcast programming take place at the same time as negotiations for other affiliated “must-have” programming (e.g., regional sports networks, highly-rated multicast or lower power stations, popular national programming networks, etc.)

- **49%** have faced a threat to withhold or black out a broadcast station or network in a time period approaching the airing of popular sports, entertainment, or other marquee programming content.
- 45% have been threatened with invocation of the FCC’s program exclusivity protections during negotiations.

- 5% have had a broadcaster or other programmer block access (or threaten to block access) to its online content for video subscribers, 2% for their Internet subscribers, and 9% for both their video and Internet subscribers (16% total.)

- 20% have faced demands for fees for their voice and/or Internet services subscribers who do not take their video service.

- 22% have had broadcasters demand fees for programming that is not subject to negotiation.

- 6% have had broadcasters demand fees for subscribers who do not take broadcast channels (e.g., over-the-air programming, foreign language-only programming, etc.)

- 22% have faced demands for the placement of limitations on subscribers’ use of lawful devices and/or functionalities.

- 17% have faced demands for installation of a set-top box in each subscriber’s home on each television receiver. (Among INCOMPAS members only, 40% have faced such a demand.)

- 48% have faced contract provisions that prevent disclosure of rates, terms, and/or conditions or a contract proposal or agreement to a governmental entity and/or court of competent jurisdiction.

- 92% have been unable to obtain a Most Favored Nation (MFN) provision in contracts with broadcasters and/or other programmers.

- 25% have had a broadcaster restrict access to online streaming and/or other digital transmission rights to broadcast programming.

- 25% have had a broadcaster propose contractual language that would require them to comply with regulations even if/when the FCC has modified or eliminated their applicability.

**Conclusions**

- **Sky High Prices:** NTCA and INCOMPAS member companies seeking to provide video service to their customers must deal with exorbitant price increases for both broadcast and non-broadcast programming. Forty percent of survey respondents reported increases in retransmission consent fees of more than 100% during the current contract cycles; 11% reported increases in excess of 200%. And while the percentage increase in the cost of non-broadcast programming seemed tame by comparison—62% of respondents reported increases during the current contract cycle of greater than 10%, and 21% reported increases of greater than 20%—this, too is quite extreme next to the growth in the Consumer Price Index (CPI). The
CPI, a widely recognized measure of overall inflation in the economy, grew by a mere 0.2% between August 2014 and August 2015.\(^3\) (Even removing volatile food and energy prices results in CPI growth of only 1.6% over the same time period.\(^4\)) Clearly, programming costs are rising at a rate well in excess of inflation, with the result that our members absorb these costs due to the video competition they face in the marketplace. Such dramatic increases pose a significant threat to the ongoing viability of these small companies’ operations, including their ability to upgrade their networks and deploy more broadband.

- **Competition Needs a Package Deal:** In order to remain competitive in today’s marketplace, NTCA and INCOMPAS member companies need to be able to offer packages of voice, broadband and video. Today’s consumers are increasingly drawn to “triple play” packages—bundled service packages that include voice, broadband and video service. If a provider is unable to provide any one of the three components of the triple play, they are placed at an insurmountable disadvantage compared to larger competitors. Additionally, more than half of survey respondents reported that offering video leads to an uptick in broadband adoption rates. Without the ability to offer video, broadband adoption rates would likely fall, contrary to the Commission’s ongoing efforts to increase broadband adoption throughout the country and contrary to the Commission’s goal of promoting multiple broadband offerings to consumers.

- **Big Broadcaster Control:** Broadcasters hold an overwhelming advantage in contract negotiations, and as a result offer small companies unrealistic contract terms. Survey results clearly show that NTCA and INCOMPAS member companies are not able to exert any type of leverage in their negotiations with programmers. Actually, “negotiation” may not be the proper term to use, as many companies report having terms of service dictated to them with no opportunity to procure more favorable terms. This one-sided tilt in the balance of power results in outcomes that unfairly favor the programmers, and harm the small providers and, ultimately, their current and potential customers.

---


\(^4\) Ibid.